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Prefetch [?], prefix [?].
Prefetching-aware [?], prefix-aware [?].
prefixes [?], preimage [?], preliminary [?], premise [?].
Prepacing [?], preemption [?], Preparing [?], Prepare [?].
Preparation [?]. prescription [?]. presence [?].
present [?]. presentation [?].
presentations [?], presentations [?], preservation [?].
Preserving [?], Presenting [?], prevention [?].
Press [?]. Preventing [?], prevention [?].
price [?], pricing [?].
primary [?], prime [?].
Primer [?], primitive [?], primitives [?].
Principle [?]. Principles
prioritize [?], prioritisation [?], prioritise [?].
Prior [?]. Priorities [?], priority-aware [?].
privacy-enhanced [?], privacy-focused [?].
Privacy-preserving [?], private [?].
privilege [?], Pro [?].
Pro-IDTV [?]. Proactive [?].
Probabilistic [?]. Probability [?].
Problem [?], problem-aware [?].
problem-oriented [?], problem-prone [?].
problem-solving [?].
Procedure [?], Procedures [?].
Process [?], process-oriented [?].
Procedural [?].
Process-oriented [?].
Processes [?], process-related [?].
Process-integrated [?], process-line [?].
Process-centered [?].
Process-based [?].
Priority-based [?], PRISMA [?].
Priority-aware [?].
Post [?]. Posting [?], post-release [?].
post-camera [?].
PVD [?]. public-key-based [?]. publications [?]. publish [?]. pull [?].
publish/subscriber [?]. Publisher/subscriber [?]. Publishing [?].
purchase [?]. pure [?]. Purpose [?]. purposes [?]. push [?].
push-based [?]. push/pull [?]. pull [?].

QA [?]. QoS [?]. QoS-aware [?]. QoS-based [?]. QoS-enabled [?]. QoS-oriented [?].
QR [?]. QSIC [?]. quad [?]. Qualitative [?]. Quality [?]. qualitative [?].
Quality [?]. Quality-driven [?].
Quality-of-service [?]. QualityScan [?]. Quantifier [?]. quantity [?].
Quantifying [?]. Quantitative qualifications [?]. Quantitatively [?].
Quantization [?]. Quantum [?],
QUASAR [?]. Quasi [?]. quasi-deadlines [?]. quasi-static [?].

quasi-synchronous [?]. quasi-systematic [?]. quaternion [?]. queries [?].
Query [?]. query-based [?]. Querying [?].
Quest [?]. question [?]. Queue [?].
Queueing [?]. Queues [?].
QuickFuzz [?]. quite [?]. Quo [?].
Quorum [?]. Quorum-Based [?]. QVT [?].

R [?]. R-Chord [?]. R-SHT [?]. R-Tree [?]. Race [?]. races [?].
rational [?]. radical [?]. Radigost [?]. Radio [?].
RAID [?]. RAIDX [?]. RAIDX-0 [?]. RAIDX-structured [?]. Raised [?]. raising [?].
RAMCloud [?]. Random [?]. Randomized [?]. range [?].
Rank [?]. ranked [?]. Ranking [?].
Rate [?]. Rat [?]. rate-control [?]. rate-dependent [?].
rates [?]. rating [?]. ratings [?]. ratio [?].
Rational [?]. rationale [?].
rationalize [?]. ray [?]. RCES [?]. RCES/RSES [?]. RDF [?].
RDMA [?]. RDMA-based [?]. RDOTE [?].
Red [?]. Red-binding [?]. re-encryption [?].
Re-binding [?]. re-engineering [?].
Re-engineering [?]. Re-implementing [?].
Re-implenting [?]. Re-learned [?].
re-location [?]. re-transmission [?].
Reachability [?]. reachable [?].
react [?]. reactive [?].
Reactive [?].
Reader [?]. Reactor [?]. Readable [?].
real [?]. readers [?]. Reading [?].
read [?]. Real [?].
real [?]. Real [?].
real [?]. Real [?].
real [?]. Real [?].
real [?]. Real [?].
real [?]. Real [?].
real [?]. Real [?].
real [?]. Real [?].
real [?]. Real [?].
Real-Time

Reducing recently, recently?

real-time

real-time/non-real-time?

real-world?

reality

realization?

reason?

reassembling?

reassessing?

reassessment?

Rebalanced?

Rebalanced-RSA?

REBNITA'05?

REBOOT?

recapture?

receiver?

receiver-centric?

recently?

recently-evolving?

recently-introduced?

rechargeable?

recharging?

recognize?

Recognition?

recommend?

recommendation?

Recommender?

Recommending?

Reconciliation?

reconfigurable?

reconfiguration?

reconfiguring?

reconstruction?

record?

recoverable?

Recovering?

Recycling?

Red [?]. Redesign?

redistribution?

redistributing?

reduce?

Reduction?

redundancy?

Redundant?

Reengineered?

Reengineering?

refactored?

Refactoring?

refactorings?

Reference?

re recuperer

reflection?

reflective?

Reformulating?

ref ormulation?

region?

register?

registration?

registrations?

Regression?

regression-based?

regular?

regulations?

Reifer?

reinforcement?

rekeying?

related?

relatedness?

Relation?

relational?

relation-based?

Relevance?

related?

Reliability?

Reliability-driven?

reliability-oriented?

Reliable?

Remains?

Remarks?

remedy?

reminder?

ReMinds?

Remote?

remotely?

Removal?
Risk-driven [?]. Revisitation [?].
Revisited [?]. Revisiting [?]. Revocation [?]. Revolution [?].
reward [?]. reward-based [?]. rework [?]. rewriting [?].
REX [?]. RFID [?]. RFM [?]. RGB [?]. RHODOS [?]. RIA [?].
RIAs [?]. rich [?]. rich-client [?]. riddle [?]. riddle [?]. riches [?].
righ [?]. rightful [?]. rights [?]. Right [?]. Rigorous [?]. RIM [?].
ring [?]. Ripple [?]. RISC [?]. Risk [?]....
risk-averse [?]. Risk-based [?].
risk-driven [?]. risks [?]. Risky [?]. rivals [?]. RMI [?]. RO [?].
Road [?]. Roadmap [?]. roads [?]. Roamer [?]. Roaming [?].
ROAR [?]. Robert [?]. RoboCup [?]. robot [?]. robots [?].
robotics [?]. robots [?]. Robust [?].
Rods [?]. Role [?].
Roads [?]. Road [?].
role-playing [?]. roles [?]. Rollback [?].
Rollback-Recovery [?]. Rolling [?].
Rolling-horizon [?]. Ronald [?]. roots [?].
ROS [?]. rostering [?]. rotation [?].
rotation [?]. rough [?]. Round [?].
round [?]. Round-Eye [?].
router [?]. Rout [?].
Rout [?]. Routing [?].
route [?]. routes [?]. routinized [?].
Rout [?]. Rout [?].
RSA [?]. RSA [?].
RSA-based [?]. RSES [?]. RSU [?].
RTCNI [?]. Rule [?].
Rules [?]. Rule-Based [?].
Run [?]. Run-time [?]. runaways [?].
running [?]. runs [?].
Runtime [?].
Runtime [?]. Rust [?].
Rust/Node.js/WebAssembly [?].
s [?]. S-IDE [?]. S-MARKS [?]. SAAD [?].
SaaS [?]. Sable [?]. Safe [?].
Safety [?]. Safe [?]. S-IDE [?]. SAAD [?].
sampling [?]. Same [?]. scaling [?].
sampled [?]. samples [?]. Sampling [?].
Sampling-based [?]. SAN [?].
SAND [?]. SATELLITE [?]. Satisfy [?].
Satisfy [?]. Satisfaction [?]. Satisfy [?].
SAVE [?]. saving [?]. SBSE [?].
SBVR [?]. Scalability [?].
Scale [?]. scalable [?]. scalable [?].
S-CoM [?]. S-CoM [?].
S-CoM [?]. Sand [?].
S-CoM [?]. scaling [?]. Scaling [?].
S-CoM [?]. Scanning [?]. Scanning [?].
S-CoM [?]. SCARAB [?]. Scarlet [?]. SCC [?].
scenario [?]. Scenar [?]. Scented [?].
scenario-based [?]. scenarios [?].
scheduling [?]. Schedule [?].
Schedulability [?]. Schedule [?].
Scheduling [?]. Scheduling [?].
Scheduling [?]. Schedule [?]. Schema [?].
schemas [?]. Scheme [?].
Schedulings [?]. Schema [?].
Schedulings [?]. Schema [?].
Smart-Cards [?]. SmartTutor [?]. SMCD [?]. Smdc [?]. Smear [?]. Smell [?]. Smells [?]. Smerfs [?]. SMEs [?]. SMIL [?]. SMIL2.0 [?]. SMILI [?]. smooth [?]. smooth [?]. smoothing [?]. smoothingness [?]. SMP [?]. SMPCkpt [?]. SMS [?]. SMS4 [?]. SMS4 [?]. SMSCrypto [?]. snapshot [?]. Snooping [?]. Snort [?]. snowballing [?]. SOA [?]. SOAP [?]. SoC [?]. Social [?]. Social [?]. Socially [?]. Socially [?]. Socially [?]. Socially [?]. Socially [?]. Socially [?]. Socio-technical [?]. Sociotechnical [?]. sockets [?]. SOCKS [?]. SOFL [?]. Softspec [?]. Soft [?]. SoftClass [?]. Softcost [?]. Softcost-R [?]. Softening [?]. Softest [?]. SoftProcessors [?]. Softw [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. Software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?]. software [?].
Table-Driven [?]. Table-driven [?]. T-REX [?]. “T.
[?]. Table [?], [?]. table-based [?].
Table-Driven [?]. tables [?], tabling
[?]. tabulation [?], TACFIRE [?], tacit
[?]. tactical [?]. Tactics
[?], [?], [?]. Tactile [?]. tags [?],
TAIC [?], TAIC-PART [?]. tailoring
[?], [?]. Taking [?], [?]. TALE [?].
TALISMAN [?]. Talk [?], tamper [?],
tampered [?], tandem [?]. TARA [?].
target [?], [?], [?]. Targeting [?], [?],
Tarilan [?]. TarTAn [?]. Task
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?]. task-aware [?]. task-based [?].
task-clustering [?]. task-dependent [?].
Task-directed [?]. task-solving [?].
Tasking [?], [?]. Tasks
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?]. Taxation [?].
Taxonomy [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?]. TCI [?], TCP [?], TD [?]. TDQN [?].
teacher [?], Teaching
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], team
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], team-robotics [?].
teams [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
Teamwork [?], [?], [?]. Technical
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
Technique
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
Techniques [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
Technologies [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
Technology [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
Technology-driven [?]. telecom [?].
telem [?], [?], [?], [?]. telecommunication [?], [?].
Telecommunications [?], telem
[?], [?], [?]. teleo [?], [?], [?], [?].
television [?], [?]. tell [?]. TelosB [?], [?].
Temperature [?], [?]. Temperature-aware
[?]. Template [?], [?]. Template/Module
[?]. templates [?], [?]. Temporal
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
tenancy [?], tenant
[?], [?], [?]. tendency [?]. Tension [?].
Tensor [?], tentative [?], Tenth [?].
Tenure [?]. term [?], terminal [?].
terminals [?], termination [?].
terminology [?], terms [?], [?].
termination [?]. Test
[?], [?], [?]. Test
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
Test [?], test-case [?]. Test-Driven
[?], [?], [?], test-point [?], test-to-code [?].
Testability [?], [?], [?]. Testable [?].
testbed [?], tester [?], testers [?]. Testing
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
testing [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
testability [?], [?], [?], testing-resource [?].
tests [?], [?], [?], [?]. Texas [?], [?]. Text
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
text-based [?]. Text-Oriented [?]. Texts [?], [?].
Textual [?], [?], [?]. TFRP [?]. theft
[?], [?]. Their [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?]. theoretic [?], [?],
Theoretical [?], [?], [?]. theories [?].
theories-of-action [?]. Theory
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?], [?].
Theory-Based [?], There
[?], [?], [?], [?]. Thermal [?], [?].
thermal-aware [?], [?].
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Thermal-throttling [?]. things [?, ?, ?].
think [?, ?, ?]. Thinking [?]. third [?].
thoughts [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Thread
[?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Thread-level [?].
thread-related [?]. threads [?, ?, ?].
Threat [?, ?, ?, ?]. threats [?, ?]. Three
Three-Dimensional [?, ?, ?, ?, ?].
Three-layer [?]. three-level [?].
three-party [?, ?, ?, ?]. three-phase [?].
three-tier [?]. Threshold
[?, ?]. thriving [?, ?]. throttling [?].
throughout [?, ?]. tied [?]. tier [?, ?, ?].
time-based [?]. time-constrained [?, ?].
time-critical [?, ?, ?]. time-decaying [?].
time-division [?]. time-driven [?].
time-honored [?]. ‘Time-out [?].
time-series [?, ?]. time-synchronous [?].
time-triggered [?]. Time/Cost [?].
time/non [?]. Timeboxing [?]. Timed
?, ?]. Timed-Event [?].
Timed-Probabilistic [?]. timed-release
[?]. timed-token [?]. timeliness [?].
Timeslot [?]. Timeslot-sharing [?].
timestamping [?]. Timing
TinyOS [?]. TOFF [?]. TOFF-2 [?].
together [?]. Token [?, ?, ?].
Token-Based [?]. token-ring [?].

?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Tolerant
tomography [?]. tongue [?].
tongue-in-cheek [?]. too [?, ?]. Tool
[?]. Tooling [?, ?]. toolkit [?, ?, ?]. Tools
[?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Top- [?, ?]. Top-Down
[?, ?]. Topic [?, ?, ?]. Topic-based [?].
Topics [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. topological [?].
topology [?, ?, ?, ?]. TOPSIS [?]. Tor [?].
TOS [?]. ToscaMart [?]. tossing [?].
totally [?]. totally- [?]. TOTAM [?].
Touch [?, ?]. TPM [?]. TPR [?].
TPR-tree [?]. Trace [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?].
trace-based [?]. Trace-driven [?, ?].
Traceability
traces [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Tracing [?, ?].
track [?]. track-based [?]. tracker [?].
Tracking [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Tractable
[?]. Trade [?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. trade-off [?].
Trade-Offs [?, ?, ?]. tradeoff [?, ?, ?, ?, ?].
Trading [?, ?]. Traditional [?, ?, ?, ?].
Traffic
Traffic-aware [?]. TRAILS [?]. Training
traits [?, ?]. trajectories [?, ?]. trajectory
[?, ?, ?]. Transaction
transactional [?]. Transactions
[?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. transcoding [?].
transcription [?]. Transfer
Transferring [?, ?]. transform
Transformational [?]. Transformations


VLC-based [?]. VLC [?]. VLIW [?]. VLXI [?]. VM [?]. VMM [?].
VQ-index [?]. VQ-based [?]. VQ-index [?]. VR [?]. VR-1 [?]. VRSS [?].
VRS [?]. VRSS-based [?]. Vs [?]. VVLX [?]. VR [?]. VRSS [?].
Vulcanos [?]. Visual [?]. Visualization [?]. Visualisation [?]. Visualizing [?].
visual [?]. Visualize [?]. Visualise [?]. VLSI [?]. VMD [?]. VMM [?].
VMs [?]. vocabularies [?]. VOP [?]. VoIP [?]. volatile [?].
voltatility [?]. volume [?].
voltage [?]. Voltage [?]. VQ [?]. VQ-index [?]. VQ-based [?].
warmup [?]. Warner [?]. waiting [?]. wallet [?]. WANNs [?].
warehouse [?]. warehouses [?]. warehousing [?]. warmup [?]. warning [?].
warnings [?]. WAS [?]. Waste [?]. Watermark [?]. watermark [?]. watermarking [?].
weak-branch [?]. weakness [?]. Weapon [?]. weaving [?]. wavelet [?].
waves [?]. Way [?]. WDM [?]. weak [?]. weak-branch [?]. weakness [?].
Web [?]. Web [?]. Web [?]. Web [?]. Web [?]. Web [?].
Web-application [?]. web-based [?]. web-based [?]. web-based [?].
web-centred [?]. web-clients [?]. Web-crawling [?].
WebAssembly [?]. website [?]. Webwork [?]. We’d [?]. weight [?]. weight [?].
weight-aware [?]. weight-based [?]. weighted [?]. weights [?].
Well-formed [?]. Well-Known [?]. WEP [?]. We’re [?]. we’ve [?]. Wheel [?].
Where [?]. Which [?]. While [?]. whistle-blowing [?]. White [?]. white-box [?].
White-box [?]. Who [?]. whole [?]. whole-part [?]. Whole [?]. Wide [?].
wide-area [?]. wiki [?]. Will [?]. Willingness [?]. WiMAX [?].
WiMAX-MPLS [?]. Win [?]. Win [?]. Win-Win [?]. window [?].
Window-based [?]. windowing [?]. Windows [?]. WINDOWS [?].
winner [?]. Win-Win [?]. Wire [?]. wired [?]. wired/wireless [?].
Wireless [?]. Wireless [?]. WLANs [?]. Work [?]. work-domain [?].
work-domain [?]. Work-hours [?]. Workbench [?].
workdays [?]. Workload [?]. workloads [?]. Workload-aware [?].
workload-dependent [?]. Workshops [?]. Workshops [?].
workshops [?]. workspaces [?]. workstation [?]. Workstations [?].
World [?]. Worm [?]. Worm-IT [?]. wormhole [?].
wormhole-based [?]. wormhole-routed [?]. worst-case [?].
would [?]. WRAN [?]. wrappers [?]. wrappers/monitors [?]. wrapping [?].
Wrekavoc [?]. Write [?]. Write [?]. Write-once [?]. Writing [?].
writing [?].
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Introduction 

In this section, we present an overview of the state of the art in the field of software development, particularly focusing on the challenges faced by developers in managing and maintaining large and complex software systems. We discuss the importance of software quality and the role of software engineering in ensuring that software systems are reliable, maintainable, and efficient. We also highlight the significance of software evolution and the need for continuous improvement in software development practices.

1. Introduction to Software Development 

Software development is a complex and intricate process that involves the design, implementation, testing, and maintenance of software systems. It is a multidisciplinary field that requires a deep understanding of computer science, mathematics, and human-computer interaction. The process of software development is typically divided into several stages, each with its own set of challenges and requirements.

2. Challenges in Software Development 

Software development is a challenging field, and developers face a variety of obstacles and complexities when building and maintaining software systems. Some of the major challenges include:

- **Software Complexity**: The complexity of software systems has been increasing rapidly, making it difficult for developers to understand and maintain.
- **Scalability**: Software systems need to be scalable to handle increasing loads and user demands.
- **Security**: Ensuring the security of software systems is a critical issue, particularly in the context of online and cloud-based systems.
- **Reliability**: Software systems need to be reliable and robust to handle unexpected errors and failures.
- **Maintainability**: Software systems need to be maintainable and extensible to accommodate future changes and updates.
- **Performance**: Software systems need to be optimized for performance to meet user expectations.

3. Software Engineering Practices 

Software engineering is the practice of applying engineering principles to the design, development, and maintenance of software systems. It involves the use of various tools and techniques to ensure that software systems are developed efficiently and effectively. Some of the key practices in software engineering include:

- **Agile Development**: An iterative and incremental approach to software development that emphasizes flexibility and adaptability.
- **Testing**: Ensuring the quality of software systems through testing and validation.
- **Version Control**: Managing changes to software systems through version control systems.
- **Continuous Integration**: Integrating code changes frequently to ensure that software systems are built and tested continuously.
- **Documentation**: Documenting software systems to facilitate understanding and maintenance.
- **Code Review**: Reviewing code changes to ensure that they meet quality standards.

4. Software Evolution 

Software systems are continually evolving, and developers need to be able to manage and adapt to these changes effectively. Some of the key aspects of software evolution include:

- **Software Maintenance**: Managing the changes to software systems to ensure that they continue to meet user needs.
- **Software Evolution**: Adapting software systems to new technologies and requirements.
- **Software Adoption**: Implementing new technologies and practices to improve software development.

5. Conclusion 

In conclusion, software development is a complex and challenging field that requires a deep understanding of computer science and human-computer interaction. By applying best practices in software engineering and continuous improvement, developers can create software systems that are efficient, reliable, and maintainable. As software systems continue to evolve, developers need to be able to adapt and evolve their processes to ensure that software systems remain relevant and effective over time.
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